Model DP-660-4048 Standard Dumper

10 Year/250,000 Cycle Warranty

This 6,000 lb. capacity, 60” dump height dumper safely improves productivity because it turns a labor intensive chore into a simple automated job. When you need to dump materials, this rugged dumper is your best choice.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Designed for a minimum size footprint.
- Adjustable retaining bar.
- All cylinders are machine grade single acting style.
- The controllers are assembled in our U.L. listed panel shop.
- All shafts, axles and pins are hard chrome plated.
- All bearings are lifetime lubricated.
- These units are fully primed and finished with baked enamel.

CLICK HERE FOR: Optional Accessories

FEATURE DETAILS

- Standard power unit
- Cylinder
- Adjustable retaining bar
- Standard mesh guard
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